Place cells of the hippocampal formation encode a spatial representation of the environment, and the orientation of this representation is apparently governed by the head direction cell system. The representation of a well explored environment by CA1 place cells can be split when there is conflicting information from salient proximal and distal cues, because some place fields rotate to follow the distal cues, whereas others rotate to follow the proximal cues (Knierim, 2002a). In contrast, the CA3 representation is more coherent than CA1, because the place fields in CA3 tend to rotate in the same direction (Lee et al., 2004). The present study tests whether the head direction cell network produces a split representation or remains coherent under these conditions by simultaneously recording both CA1 place cells and head direction cells from the thalamus. In agreement with previous studies, split representations of the environment were observed in ensembles of CA1 place cells in ϳ75% of the mismatch sessions, in which some fields followed the counterclockwise rotation of proximal cues and other fields followed the clockwise rotation of distal cues. However, of 225 recording sessions, there was not a single instance of the head direction cell ensembles revealing a split representation of head direction. Instead, in most of the mismatch sessions, the head direction cell tuning curves rotated as an ensemble clockwise (94%) and in a few sessions rotated counterclockwise (6%). The findings support the notion that the head direction cells may be part of an attractor network bound more strongly to distal landmarks than proximal landmarks, even under conditions in which the CA1 place representation loses its coherence.
Introduction
The hippocampus is a critical structure involved in navigation, context-dependent learning, and episodic memory (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997; Tulving and Markowitsch, 1998; Eichenbaum 2004) . The most salient correlate of hippocampal principal cell activity in the behaving rat is the spatial location of the rat (O' Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; . These place cells are controlled by a complex interaction between self-motion cues (Sharp et al., 1995; Wiener et al., 1995; McNaughton et al., 1996; Knierim, 2002b; Stackman et al., 2002) and salient landmarks in the environment (O'Keefe and Conway, 1978; Young et al., 1994; Save and Poucet, 2000; Brown and Skaggs, 2002; Knierim, 2002a) . When the distal and proximal landmarks are rotated in opposite directions, the CA1 representation can split in two, because some place fields rotate to follow the proximal landmarks and others rotate to follow the distal landmarks Tanila et al., 1997; Zinyuk et al., 2000; Knierim, 2002a) . In contrast, the spatial representation in CA3 maintains a greater degree of coherence, because many more place fields rotate as an ensemble with one set of landmarks dominating over the other, perhaps reflecting the pattern completion/autoassociative network properties hypothesized to underlie the computational functions of the CA3 recurrent collateral system (Guzowski et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004) .
The orientation of the hippocampal spatial representation relative to the external environment is thought to be derived from the head direction cell system Muller et al., 1996; O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Knierim, 2005; Yoganarasimha and Knierim, 2005) . Head direction cells fire selectively when the rat's head is pointed in a particular direction in allocentric space, regardless of its location (Ranck, 1985; Taube et al., 1990a,b; Taube, 1998) . Like place cells, head direction cells are controlled by a complex interaction between idiothetic cues and external landmarks (Taube and Burton, 1995; Blair and Sharp, 1996; Goodridge et al., 1998; Wiener et al., 2002; Zugaro et al., 2003) . Head direction cells and place cells are usually tightly coupled. A shift in the preferred firing direction of a head direction cell relative to the external environment is accompanied by either an equivalent rotation of CA1 place fields or a remapping of the CA1 representation (Knierim et al., , 1998 . Moreover, the preferred firing locations/directions of place cells and head direc-tion cells remain strongly coupled to each other even when they become completely uncoupled from external landmarks .
Most computational models of head direction cells incorporate continuously coupled attractor dynamics, with an angular velocity signal used to shift the "activity bump" on the ring attractor to correspond with the animal's head direction (Skaggs et al., 1995; Blair, 1996; Redish et al., 1996; Zhang, 1996; Song and Wang, 2005) . Such an attractor would hinder the split representation of head direction. Because of the coupling between head direction cells and CA1 place cells, it is important to determine whether the head direction cell system maintains internal coherence under conditions in which the CA1 place representation splits, or whether the head direction representation can also split under these circumstances. In the present experiment, ensembles of head direction cells from the anterior thalamus and place cells from CA1 were recorded simultaneously, under the same proximal-distal counter-rotation conditions as published previously for CA1 and CA3 cells Knierim, 2002a; Lee et al., 2004) . The simultaneous recordings from different brain regions allowed direct comparisons between these regions in the same recording sets and showed that the head direction cell ensemble was more coherent than the place cell ensemble under these cue-mismatch conditions.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Six male Long-Evans rats, aged 5 months and weighing ϳ600 g at arrival, were housed individually on a 12 h reversed light/dark cycle, with access to food and water ad libitum. During behavioral training and recordings, rats were maintained at 80 -90% of their free-feeding weights, and recordings were performed during the dark portion of the light/dark cycle. Animal care, surgical procedures, and killing of the animals were performed in accordance with National Institutes of Health and University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.
Surgery
Under surgical anesthesia, a custom-built recording drive (hyperdrive) allowing the independent manipulation of 20 recording probes was implanted over the right hemisphere. An anterior bundle contained 11 tetrodes aimed at the anterior dorsal nucleus (ADN) of the thalamus, and a posterior bundle contained seven tetrodes aimed at the CA1 layer of the hippocampus. Each bundle also contained a single reference electrode for differential recording. During surgery, electrode recordings were performed to identify the location of the septal pole of the hippocampus, and the front of the anterior bundle was positioned 0.3 mm anterior to that point and 1.3-1.6 mm from the midline. This procedure was a more reliable method to center the electrode array over the ADN than relying on position relative to bregma. The posterior bundle was always located 1.6 mm posterior and 0.3 mm lateral to the center of the anterior bundle.
Training
After 7 d of postsurgical recovery, the rats were trained to run clockwise (CW) on a circular track (56 cm inner diameter, 76 cm outer diameter) for food reward (chocolate sprinkles). The circular track had four different textured surfaces as proximal visual and tactile cues, each covering one quarter of the track: a gray rubber mat with a pebbled surface; brown, mediumgrit sand paper; beige carpet pad material; and gray duct tape with white tape stripes (Fig. 1) . The circular track was centered inside a black curtain (275 cm diameter) reaching from ceiling to floor, with some distal cues hanging on the curtain and others standing on the floor at the perimeter of the curtain. The distal cues consisted of six objects: a brown cardboard circle, a white box, an intravenous stand with a lab coat and a blue cloth, a black and white striped card, a roll of brown wrapping paper, and a white card. The ceiling was covered with a black curtain, and the ceiling panel was also painted black. A single, 25 W bulb on the ceiling was centered over the track, and an intercom speaker was mounted 14 cm offset from the light for communication between experimenters in the behavior room and in the adjacent computer room, which housed the recording electronic equipment. A white-noise generator was placed directly beneath the small table on which the track stood to mask external sounds. During training sessions, the rat was carried directly into the room on a pedestal, the head stage was connected to the recording cable, and the animal was placed on the track at a random starting point. The experimenter moved around the track frequently so as not to become a stable landmark for the rat, placing chocolate sprinkles at arbitrary locations on the track (approximately two rewards per lap) such that no areas of the track were preferentially associated with the reward (Knierim, 2002a) . Attempts by the rat to move counterclockwise (CCW) were discouraged by blocking its progress with a piece of cardboard. Throughout the training sessions, the circular track and the array of distal cues were kept at a constant configuration, as shown in standard (Std) sessions (Fig. 1) . Each rat had 30 min of training daily over a period of 8 -12 d, before the start of actual recording sessions.
Recording electronics
After postsurgical recovery, the tetrodes were slowly advanced over the course of several days as the rat sat quietly in a towel-lined dish on a turntable next to the recording electronics outside the behavioral room. The tetrodes of the posterior bundle were lowered to the CA1 pyramidal cell layer by monitoring the depth profile of hippocampal sharp waves (Buzsaki, 1986) and observing the increase of multiunit activity. The tetrodes of the anterior bundle were lowered to the thalamus, whereupon head direction cell activity was monitored by rotating the rat passively on a turntable after each tetrode adjustment and listening for the characteristic directional tuning of these cells.
Recordings were performed with the Cheetah Data Acquisition System (Neuralynx, Tucson, AZ). Neural signals were amplified (2000 -5000 times), filtered (600 Hz to 6 kHz), digitized at 32 kHz, and stored on a personal computer. The head stage had a circular array of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) (five red LEDs in front and five blue LEDS in back) and a boom arm that extended two green LEDs 15 cm behind the head stage. The output of a color CCD camera (model 1300; Cohu, San Diego, CA) mounted on the ceiling was captured by a video frame grabber (DT3120; Data Translation, Marlboro, MA) at 30 Hz. At each frame, the position of the rat was defined as the center of mass of all blue and red pixels (the LEDs over the rat's head), and the head direction was defined as the angle between the center of mass of the blue and red pixels and the center of mass of the green pixels (the LEDs on the boom arm). 
Experimental protocol
Baseline data were collected from the rat during sleep or awake immobility for 20 -30 min before and after the behavioral sessions on all days to assess the overall recording stability. After the first baseline session, the rat was placed in a covered box and, after 30 s, was taken in the box on a brief walk in the computer room and around the track to disrupt the rat's ability to maintain a strong sense of direction between the behavioral area and the external environment Jeffery and O'Keefe, 1999) . The rat was then placed on a pedestal located in the center of the track, the head stage was connected to the recording cables, and the rat was placed on the track at a random starting point while the pedestal was removed. After 15 laps on the track, the rat was placed back on the pedestal, the cables were disconnected, and the rat was placed back in the covered box and again taken on a brief random walk. Each day of recording consisted of five track sessions, with three standard sessions interleaved with two mismatch sessions. Standard sessions maintained the proximal and distal cue configuration as it was during training. In the mismatch sessions, the circular track (proximal cues) was rotated CCW 22.5°, 45°, 67.5°, or 90°, and all of the distal cues along the curtain were rotated CW by an equal amount, resulting in a total mismatch amount of 45°, 90°, 135°, or 180°between proximal and distal cues. Each rat received four sets of each rotation mismatch over 8 d, with each mismatch being run in pseudorandom manner (except for rat 114, which had only one set of each rotation mismatch over 2 d of recording).
Data analysis
Off-line unit isolation and selection criteria. All of the data acquired during baseline and recording sessions were analyzed off-line. Single units were isolated based on the relative amplitudes of signals recorded simultaneously at four slightly different locations on the tetrode. Additional waveform characteristics, such as spike width, were also used for isolation. Waveform characteristics were plotted as a scatter plot of one of the channels versus another. Individual units formed clusters of points on such scatter plots, and the boundaries of these plots were defined with the use of a custom interactive program running on a personal computer workstation. Isolation quality of the cell was rated on a subjective scale of 1 (very well isolated) to 4 (marginally isolated), based on the size of the waveforms relative to background and on the closeness and degree of potential overlap between neighboring clusters. These ratings were made completely independent of the place field qualities or preferred head direction of the cell or of its response to the cue manipulations. All of those cells rated "marginally isolated" were excluded from analysis.
Creation of spatial and directional tuning curves. Head direction cell tuning curves were generated by dividing the number of spikes fired when the rat faced a particular direction (in bins of 5°) by the total amount of time the rat spent facing that direction on the circular track. For CA1 place cells, the circular track was linearized (in bins of 5°) to generate one-dimensional firing-rate arrays by dividing the track into equal-sized position bins and, for each bin, dividing the number of spikes fired by the amount of time the rat occupied that bin. Spikes that occurred when the rat's head was positioned off the track were excluded, because these off-track positions were not sampled consistently across sessions. The quality of spatial tuning for place cells was quantified with the spatial information measure developed by Skaggs et al. (1993 Skaggs et al. ( , 1996 . This number, derived from the principles of information theory, reflects the amount of information about the rat's position that is conveyed by the firing of a single spike from the neuron. Under the conditions of the present experiment, a spatial information score of Ն1 bit/spike corresponds well with an experienced observer's judgment of a well tuned, CA1 place cell.
Rotational correlation analysis. To compare how the directional tuning curves of head direction cells and place fields of individual CA1 cells rotated between sessions, the Pearson product-moment correlation between the firing-rate arrays of a cell in the two sessions was measured, and then the firing rate bins of the second session were shifted by one bin (equal to a 5°shift). The firing-rate array of the first session was correlated with the shifted array of the second session, and then the second array was again shifted by 5°. This was repeated 71 times, and the shift angle that produced the highest correlation was taken as the amount that the place field or head direction tuning curve had rotated between the two sessions. Correlations were computed on all head direction cells that met the isolation criteria and on the CA1 cells that met the isolation criteria and met the following place field criteria in both of the two sessions: (1) the spatial information score was Ն1.0 bit; (2) the cell fired Ն50 spikes, a minimum number to ensure reliability of the spatial information score; and (3) the statistical significance of the information score was p Ͻ 0.01 (Skaggs et al., 1993 . Circular statistics were used to calculate the angle and length of the mean vector of the population (Zar, 1999) . The angle of the vector represents the mean angle of rotation of the population, and the length of the vector is inversely proportional to the variance of the distribution around that mean.
Probability of apparent cue control by chance. To assess whether the head direction cells were controlled by the proximal cues, the probability P( X) of the observed number of CCW-rotating head direction cell ensembles falling by chance within the range of proximal cue rotation (Ϯ22.5°) was analyzed with the following formula (Zar, 1999) :
where p is the probability that the ensemble would fall by chance within the Ϯ22.5°range of proximal cue rotation (i.e., 45°/180°ϭ 0.25), q is the probability that the ensemble would fall by chance outside the Ϯ22.5°r ange of proximal cue rotation (i.e., 0.75), n is the total number of samples (CCW-rotating head direction ensembles), and X is the number of samples that fell within the Ϯ22.5°range of proximal cue rotation.
Histology
On completion of the experiments, marker lesions were made on a subset of the tetrode tips by passing 10 A current for 10 s, 1 d before the perfusion. The rats were perfused transcardially with 4% Formalin, after which the brain was extracted and kept in 30% sucrose Formalin solution until the brain sank in the solution. Coronal sections of 40 m thickness were cut on a microtome, mounted, and stained with 0.1% cresyl violet. Digital photomicrographs were taken for all serial sections, and the distance from midline to the tetrode track markings in each brain section was calculated and plotted. The resulting configuration of electrode tracks was then compared with the configuration of the tetrode bundles and marker lesions to identify which track corresponded to which tetrode. Finally, a depth reconstruction of the tetrode track was performed for each recording session to identify the brain region in which the cells were recorded at that depth.
Results
Multiple single units from the hippocampus and the anterior thalamus were simultaneously recorded in six rats. On average, three head direction cells (range of two to seven) and 11 CA1 cells (range of 2-33) that met the place field criteria in at least one of the five sessions were recorded each day. Because of the strong possibility that a large fraction of both head direction cells and place cells were recorded multiple times over days, the total number of cells recorded over time is difficult to establish with certainty, and no attempt was made to do so. Most place cell data points (902 of 940, 96%) were localized to the CA1 layer of the hippocampus (Fig. 2 A) , whereas the remainder (including all of the cells from rat 86) were from the CA3 region or the dentate gyrus. All quantitative analyses were restricted to the CA1 cells, because there were not enough cells from CA3 or the dentate gyrus to make meaningful comparisons. Most of the head direction cell data points (103 of 133, 77%) were localized to the ADN of the thalamus (Fig. 2 B) . A few units from rat 95 were at the border between the ADN and the lateral dorsal nucleus (LDN) and could not be localized decisively to either region (5 of 133, 4%). A minority (25 of 133, 19%) of the data points were localized to the anterior ventral nucleus (AVN), the LDN, and to regions near the border of the AVN and the ventral anterior nucleus (VAN) and near the border of the AVN and the reticular thalamic (RT) nucleus of the thalamus (Fig. 2C-F . This waveform shape was also present in a small minority of ADN units. Data were obtained over 45 recording days from six rats (8 -10 d per rat, except for rat 114, which had only 2 d recording, and rat 113, for which the second day of data was lost because of technical problems). Five recording sessions were run each day, with three standard sessions interleaved with two mismatch sessions, resulting in a total of 135 standard and 90 mismatch sessions. Based on the place field criteria described in Materials and Methods, of all the place cells recorded from CA1, 45% (403 of 902) maintained a qualified place field in both the standard and mismatch sessions, 13% (121 of 902) had a qualified place field in the mismatch session only, 30% (272 of 902) had a qualified place field in the standard session only, and 12% (106 of 902 data points) had no qualified field in both standard or mismatch session being compared (but they had a qualified place field in at least one of the other sessions recorded that day). This amount of remapping was similar to previous experiments using this manipulation (Knierim, 2002a; Lee et al., 2004) . Only those place cells that maintained a qualified place field in both the standard session and the immediately following mismatch session were subjected to additional analysis. Figure 3 shows an example of simultaneously recorded CA1 place cells and ADN head direction cells in standard and mismatch sessions. In the mismatch sessions, place fields of some CA1 cells (11903-1.1 and 11903-6.7) rotated CCW, following the rotation of the proximal cues on the track. Place fields of other cells (11903-5.1 and 11903-6.6) were controlled by the distal cues and rotated CW in the mismatch sessions, following the rotation of distal cues. These results replicate the finding that place fields can be controlled by both the proximal and distal cues in the same ensemble dataset Zinyuk et al., 2000; Knierim, 2002a) . In contrast, the tuning curves of simultaneously recorded head direction cells always rotated as a coherent group in the same direction. For example, the ADN head direction tuning curves of cells 11903-13.1 and 11903-13.2 of Figure 3 rotated CW, following the distal cue rotations, in mismatch sessions. Figure 4 represents another example of a coherent representation of the mismatch environment in five simultaneously recorded ADN head direction cells, because all of the head direction tuning curves rotated CW in the mismatch sessions, following the rotations of the distal cues. Along with the head direction cells, 19 CA1 place cells were recorded simultaneously in these sessions, of which 10 cells maintained qualified place fields in both standard and mismatch sessions and the remainder remapped. In the first mismatch session, the place cells showed a split representation, because five place fields rotated CW, five place fields rotated CCW, and nine place fields remapped. In the second mismatch session, nine place fields rotated CW, one place field rotated CCW, and nine place fields remapped.
Rotation correlation analysis
The amount of rotation of the place fields and head direction tuning curves was quantified for the subset of CA1 place cells that maintained place fields in both standard and mismatch sessions (403 of 902 data points) and for all fairly isolated head direction cells (262 data points). Figure 5 represents the amount of rotation of all of the place fields and head direction tuning curves between standard sessions and between standard and mismatch sessions. For place fields between the standard sessions, the angle of the mean vector did not deviate significantly from zero (Std 1-3, mean angle of Ϫ1.6°, 95% confidence interval of Ϫ3.8°to 0.5°; Std 3-5, mean angle of Ϫ1.1°, 95% confidence interval of Ϫ2.7°t o 0.6°), and the length of the mean vector signified that the angles were significantly clustered (Rayleigh's test; Std 1-3, r ϭ 0.95, p Ͻ 0.0001; Std 3-5, r ϭ 0.97, p Ͻ 0.0001). For head direction cells between the standard sessions, the angle of the mean vector was also close to or equal to zero (Std 1-3, mean angle of Ϫ5°, 95% confidence interval of Ϫ9.2°to Ϫ1.5°; Std 3-5, mean angle of 0°, 95% confidence interval of Ϫ1.0°to 0.8°), and the length of the mean vector signified that the angles were significantly clustered (Rayleigh's test; Std 1-3, r ϭ 0.93, p Ͻ 0.0001; Std 3-5, r ϭ 0.99, p Ͻ 0.0001). These results indicate that the representations of the standard environment were stable between sessions (although in two cases head direction cell ensembles were not stable between Std 1 and Std 3, resulting in the two clusters of outliers for the Std 1-3 head direction cell diagram of Fig. 5) . In different mismatch sessions, the mean angle of rotation of the place cell population deviated from zero (7°, 34°, 60°, and 78°in the Ϯ 22.5°, Ϯ45°, Ϯ67.5°, and Ϯ 90°mis-match sessions, respectively; in all cases, the 95% confidence interval excluded 0°), showing that the population of place fields rotated increasingly as a result of the increasing cue mismatch (Watson-Williams test, F (3,402) ϭ 21.47; p Ͻ 0.001). However, the length of the mean vector decreased with increasing mismatch amounts for place fields (r ϭ 0.90, 0.45, 0.45, and 0.30 in the Ϯ22.5°, Ϯ45°, Ϯ67.5°, and Ϯ90°m ismatch sessions, respectively; Rayleigh's test, p Ͻ 0.001 for each vector), indicating an increasing variance of the distribution around that mean (KruskalWallis test on angular distance from mean, H ϭ 39.96; p Ͻ 0.0001). The mean angle of rotation of head direction cells also deviated from zero (19°, 42°, 50°, and 68°in the Ϯ22.5°, Ϯ45°, Ϯ67.5°, and Ϯ90°mis-match sessions, respectively; in all cases, the 95% confidence interval excluded 0°), showing that the population of head direction cells rotated increasingly as a result of the increasing cue mismatch (WatsonWilliams test, F (3,252) ϭ 30.21; p Ͻ 0.001). The vector lengths of the head direction cell population (r ϭ 0.94, 0.96, 0.93, and 0.68 in the Ϯ22.5°, Ϯ45°, Ϯ67.5°, and Ϯ90°mismatch sessions, respectively; Rayleigh's test, p Ͻ 0.0001 for each vector) were not the same for each mismatch session (Kruskal-Wallis test on angular distance from mean, H ϭ 50.10; p Ͻ 0.0001), indicating that the scatter of rotation angles around the mean were different for different mismatch sessions.
Split representation
In the analysis shown in Figure 5 , some place cells and head direction cells rotated their tuning curves CW to follow the distal landmarks, and other place cells and head direction cells rotated their tuning curves CCW to follow the proximal cues. It is possible that individual datasets contained a subset of place fields that followed the distal cues, whereas another subset simultaneously followed proximal cues. Alternatively, these distributions might be an artifact of the pooling of individual datasets in which all simultaneously recorded place fields followed either one set of cues or other, and the dominant set of cues changed between sessions. To evaluate whether split representations of the mismatch environments occurred in either the place cells or head direction cells, we addressed this issue in two steps.
First, for the mismatch sessions in which multiple well isolated place cells and/or head direction cells were recorded simultaneously, we quantified how many sessions showed evidence of a split representation of location or head direction (Fig. 6) . In 75% of the mismatch sessions, the CA1 place field representation split, with some fields rotating in one direction (usually CW; see Fig. 5 ) and at least one place field rotating in the opposite direction (regardless of the magnitude of the rotation). In other sessions, all of the place fields rotated either CW (15%) or CCW (10%). In contrast, the head direction cells never showed split representations of the mismatch environment, because they always rotated coherently as an ensemble either CW (94%) or CCW (6%). The difference between the place cell representations and the head direction cell representations was highly significant ( 2 ϭ 100.66; p Ͻ 0.0001). Of the 66 ensembles in which two or more head direction cells were recorded simultaneously between standard and mismatch sessions, all head direction tuning curves rotated within 5°of each other in 61% of the cases (40 of 66) and within 20°of each other in 95% of the cases (63 of 66). The largest spread was a single ensemble in which the range of tuning curve rotations was 30°, which we believe is within the range of measurement error from biases in LED occlusions at different parts of the circular track. Furthermore, of the 225 total recording sessions (standard and mismatch), there was not a single instance in which, between sessions, one or more head direction cell tuning curves rotated in the opposite direction from the other simulta- Representative examples of simultaneously recorded CA1 place field rate maps and head direction cell tuning curves across standard and mismatch sessions. In mismatch sessions, some place fields followed the CCW proximal cue rotation (11903-1.1 and 11903-6.7), and some followed the CW distal cue rotation (11903-5.1 and 11903-6.6) within a given ensemble recording. (Numbers below each place field rate map represent maximum firing rates in Hertz.) However, unlike place cells, all of the head direction cells rotated coherently in the mismatch session. The head direction tuning curves of cells 11903-13.1 and 11903-13.2 shifted their preferred firing direction CW by an amount equal to the rotation of the distal cues. (Head direction tuning curves are plotted in polar coordinates. The axes are scaled as follows: 11903-13.1, 80 Hz; 11903-13.2, 30 Hz.) Numbers preceding each row indicate rat number (first three digits) and day of recording, followed by tetrode and cell number. For the color code, red indicates Ͼ90% of the peak firing rate for that cell, blue indicates no firing, and intervening colors of the spectrum indicate successive decrements of 10% of the peak firing rate.
neously recorded tuning curves. These results indicate that the head direction cells always maintained a strong coherence of their representation, even under conditions in which CA1 place cells created split representations.
Previous studies using this cue manipulation have reported a large degree of intersubject variability, in that some rats had CA1 place fields that were predominantly controlled by the proximal cues and other rats had CA1 place fields that were predominantly controlled by the distal cues (Knierim, 2002a; Lee et al., 2004) . In the present study, most CA1 place fields were controlled by the distal landmarks, and thus the amount of split representation of CA1 cells shown in Figure 5 appears less than that reported in these previous studies. To determine whether, at the level of single datasets, the amount of split control was comparable with the previous studies, we evaluated whether the split representation of place fields occurred to a degree greater than expected by random remapping (Fig. 7) . That is, because CA1 demonstrated a partial remapping, in which many cells became silent or developed new fields, it is possible that the place fields that rotated CCW by the same amount as the proximal cues were actually place fields that remapped and, by chance, the remapped fields corresponded to the rotation of the proximal cues. To test this possibility, for each session, the dominant set of cues was determined by comparing the number of place fields that rotated CW or CCW, and then those place fields controlled by the dominant set of cues were dropped from the analysis. (If the number of CW-rotating fields equaled the number of CCW-rotating fields, then that entire session was dropped from the analysis.) The remaining minority of cells (88 cells) formed the group that was not controlled by the dominant set of cues. If these place fields remapped between sessions, then their rotation angles should fall randomly within the 0 -180°range of rotation of the nondominant cue set; in contrast, if these place cells were indeed controlled by the nondominant set of cues, then their place fields should cluster within the 45°range centered on the rotation of that cue set. According to the null hypothesis that the fields remapped to random locations from 0 to 180°, the expected number of cells in the 45°cue-controlled range would be 25% (i.e., 45°/180°) of the total number of cells (22 of 88 cells), and the expected number of cells outside of this 45°range would be 75% of the total number of cells (66 of 88 cells). Instead, 50% (44 of 88) of the total number of fields fell within the 45°r ange of nondominant cue control, and 50% (44 of 88) of the fields fell outside of this range, which was different from the expected values by the assumption of uniform distribution ( 2 ϭ 28.35; p Ͻ 0.0001). These numbers are nearly identical to those produced by the same analysis in a previous paper (Knierim, 
Proximal cue control over head direction cells
Distal landmarks apparently have stronger control over head direction cells than do proximal landmarks (Zugaro et al., 2001 ). This preference was true in the current study (Figs. 5, 6 ). One question that arises is whether the head direction cells remained coherent because, unlike the CA1 place cell system, perhaps the head direction cells do not receive input from neural representations of proximal landmarks. Although Figure 5 shows that some head direction cell ensembles apparently rotated with the proximal cues (especially in the 180°mismatch session), it is possible that these sessions were ones in which the head direction ensemble bearing rotated randomly away from the distal landmarks and rotated by chance to the direction defined by the proximal cue rotation. To address this question, we analyzed the five ensembles in which the head direction cells rotated their tuning curves CCW (in the direction of the proximal cue rotation). In three of these five cases, the mean rotation angle fell within the 45°range centered on the actual rotation angle of the proximal cues. The probability of this occurring by chance is 0.09 (Zar, 1999) . Furthermore, in all three cases, the simultaneously recorded place cells were also within the 45°range of proximal cue control. The probability of this occurring by chance is only 0.02. Thus, in these datasets, it is unlikely that the place cells and head direction cell tuning curves showed proximal cue control strictly by chance. Rather, the proximal cues exerted a relatively weak, but significant, effect on the head direction ensemble, consistent with a previous report that the head direction cell orientation can be controlled by the orientation of a T-maze (Dudchenko et al., 2005 ) (see also Zugaro et al., 2004) .
Coherence of head direction tuning curves across different thalamic nuclei
Although the small numbers of cells recorded outside the ADN from two rats does not warrant a statistical analysis, it is noteworthy that we saw no strong evidence that the cells outside the ADN behaved any differently from the cells within the ADN. In the four mismatch sessions in which an ADN head direction cell was recorded simultaneously with an LDN head direction cell, the tuning curves rotated coherently within 5°of each other. In general, the units recorded outside the ADN tended to be controlled as a coherent ensemble by the distal cues just like the units in the ADN. Moreover, there was no obvious difference between the ADN units and the non-ADN units in terms of the probability of the tuning curves becoming decoupled (i.e., Ͼ22.5°deviation) from either set of controlled cues (i.e., the outliers in Fig. 5 ). In the eight cases of such loss of cue control, two ensembles contained non-ADN units, and all simultaneously recorded tuning curves rotated within 20°of each other.
Discussion
Proximal versus distal landmarks
The present study demonstrates that, when salient proximal and distal cues are rotated in opposite directions, the CA1 place cell representation splits and remaps, whereas the head direction representation in the thalamus maintains an internally coherent representation that is strongly bound to the distal landmarks. Consistent with previous studies Tanila et al., 1997; Fenton et al., 2000; Zinyuk et al., 2000; Knierim, 2002a; Lee et al., 2004) , some place fields followed the distal cues, some followed the proximal cues, some fields split into two, and other fields remapped. In contrast, all of the head direction cells acted as a coherent ensemble, because they followed the distal cue rotations in most of the mismatch sessions. In the few remaining sessions, either they followed the proximal cue rotation or they rotated to an angle outside the range of actual cue rotation. However, unlike place fields, split head direction representations of the mismatch environment were never observed (Taube and Burton, 1995; Zugaro et al., 2001) .
Previous reports have suggested that place cells and head direction cells are closely coupled, in that rotations of the salient landmarks cause relatively equal rotations of both the place fields and the head direction cell tuning curves (O'Keefe and Conway, 1978; Taube et al., 1990b; Knierim et al., 1998; Knierim, 2005) . The cells remain strongly coupled to each other, even when they become completely uncoupled from external sensory cues . Although previous studies have shown that individual place fields can become uncoupled To rule out this possibility, the data were statistically analyzed on 88 cells that formed a group that was not controlled by the dominant set of cues. If these cells were controlled by the nondominant set of cues, then their place fields should cluster within the 45°range centered on the rotation of that cue set. Alternatively, if they remap to arbitrary angles, then the location of their place fields should be distributed randomly. One-half of the place fields rotated within the 45°range of nondominant cue control, and the other half rotated outside this range, which is different from the expected chance distribution ( 2 ϭ 28.35; p Ͻ 0.0001).
(at least transiently) from the head direction cell system if the place fields remap (Knierim et al., , 1998 ), the present study shows that a significant minority of place cells can maintain their place fields, but the fields can rotate in the direction opposite to the rotation of the head direction cell representation and the majority of the other place fields. Thus, the premise that the orientation of the hippocampus place representation is determined by the head direction cell system must be modified to some degree Muller et al., 1996; O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Knierim, 2005; Yoganarasimha and Knierim, 2005) . Nonetheless, no experiment has yet reported that a coherent CA1 place cell representation can become uncoupled from the head direction representation. Lee et al. (2004) showed that the CA3 place field representation was more coherent than CA1 when the same mismatch manipulation was done as in the present experiment. The CA3 representation was not completely coherent, however, because a significant minority of place fields remapped or rotated with the nondominant cue set. Most models of the head direction system contain an attractor neural network at the core of the system (Skaggs et al., 1995; Blair, 1996; Redish et al., 1996; Zhang, 1996; Song and Wang, 2005) . The complete coherence of the head direction system in the present experiment is consistent with these models. Although a hypothetical split of the head direction representation would not necessarily disprove the attractor models [because of the hypothesized learned external inputs from spatial landmarks (Skaggs et al., 1995; Knierim, 2002a) ] (see also Stringer et al., 2004) , these results suggest that the internal attractor dynamics of the head direction cell system may be stronger than that of either CA3 or CA1. An alternative possibility is that the head direction cells receive only weak input from the representations of proximal cues, thereby making these cues unable to exert a strong "pull" on the system and cause the representation to split.
The CA3 place cells of Lee et al. (2004) tended to be controlled by the proximal cues, whereas the head direction cells of the present study tended to be controlled by the distal cues. Although a growing body of evidence suggests that the head direction cells and the orientation of the place cell representation are more strongly controlled by distal than proximal cues (Cressant et al., 1997; Zugaro et al., 2001) , it is not known whether the proximalcue preference of the CA3 cells in the study by Lee et al. (2004) represents a consistent preference of CA3 for proximal cues or merely reflects the stochastic nature of individual differences between rats (i.e., CA3 of another group of rats might have shown a distal-cue preference, as the result of inherent differences, small differences in training history, etc.).
Head direction units in multiple thalamic nuclei
The majority of head direction cells recorded in the present study was from the ADN of the thalamus. However, we also observed head direction units in other thalamic nuclei. There was no significant difference between the ADN and non-ADN head direction units in such waveform characteristics as spike height and spike width, although the non-ADN units were more likely than the ADN units to show an initial positive deflection in the waveform. The waveform shape of the extracellularly recorded action potential can depend on the proximity of the recording tetrode to different parts of the neuronal soma (Humphrey and Schmidt, 1990) , but it can also depend on whether the recording was from the soma or from a fiber of passage. Waveform parameters can also systematically vary between excitatory projection neurons and inhibitory interneurons. It is therefore not certain whether the non-ADN units were excitatory somas, inhibitory somas, or fibers of passage. Future work that targets these regions specifically will be needed to determine whether these thalamic nuclei (other than the ADN and LDN) (Mizumori and Williams, 1993; Taube 1995) contain head direction cells, or whether they merely contain axons that pass through or terminate in these regions.
Previous reports were ambiguous as to whether the AVN contained head direction cells (Taube, 1995; Calton et al., 2003) , but one tetrode track in the present study clearly localized a head direction unit to the AVN (Fig. 2D) . We also observed head direction units at the border regions between AVN and VAN. The VAN has major connections with rostral premotor areas and the basal ganglia (McFarland and Haber, 2002) , and head direction cells have been recorded in the striatum (Wiener, 1993; Ragozzino et al., 2001 ). These pathways might play a role in the control of head direction cells by motor efference copy . The head direction units recorded from these thalamic nuclei appear to work as a coherent ensemble. It is not known whether cortical head direction cells in the postsubiculum or retrosplenial cortex are also part of this coherent representation. The postsubiculum appears to be the location in which visual landmarks become associated with head direction cells during exploration of a novel environment, and postsubiculum head direction cells may convey this association to the ADN via feedback projections (Goodridge and Taube, 1997) . Because the postsubiculum also presumably feeds the head direction signal to the hippocampus via the entorhinal cortex, it is important to determine whether postsubiculum head direction cells remain coherent with the thalamic head direction cells or whether the postsubiculum representation may split in the same manner that the CA1 place cell representation splits. The latter result might indicate that the orientations of both proximal-cue-dominated and distal-cue-dominated place cells are controlled by postsubiculum head direction cells. Figure 8 presents a speculative model of the pathways by which the proximal and distal cues may influence the CA1 and CA3 place cell representations. Head direction cells in the ADN derive their properties from the lateral mammillary nucleus, which appears to be the origin of the head direction signal together with the dorsal tegmental nucleus (Taube, 1998; Sharp et al., 2001) . The postsubiculum associates the head direction signal with the distal landmarks to keep the signal oriented with the external environment, sends feedback to the ADN, and also projects the head direction signal forward to the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) Goodridge and Taube, 1997; Goodridge et al., 1998; Zugaro et al., 2001 ). This feedforward signal sets the orientation of the "grid cells" of the MEC (Hafting et al., 2005) , which may be the purely spatial input that underlies the place cell firing properties of the hippocampus proper (O'Keefe and Burgess, 2005) . The orientation of spatially tuned neurons of the MEC has been shown to correlate with the orientation of ADN head direction cells and with simultaneously recorded CA1 place cells (Yoganarasimha et al., 2003) . Thus, the distal landmarks may gain control over the CA1 and CA3 place cells via a multisynaptic pathway starting with the head direction cell circuit, in agreement with arguments that distal landmarks are more appropriate for defining the overall orientation of a spatial map rather than defining precise locations on the map (O' Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Yoganarasimha and Knierim, 2005) .
Parallel input streams into hippocampus
The lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) apparently does not carry a strong spatial signal when the rat is performing a random foraging task in an environment with a single cue card as a polarizing cue (Hargreaves et al., 2005) . The LEC receives major input from the perirhinal cortex, which has been implicated in representations of single items or configurations of stimuli (Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Lindquist et al., 2004) . We hypothesize that LEC neurons may be the pathway by which the proximal cue information reaches the hippocampus, because the salient cues on the track (which the rats can touch, smell, and investigate with their vibrissae) may be represented by the LEC neurons as if they were objects. (This prediction will be tested in future experiments.) Thus, CA3 and CA1 may receive information about the orientation of the distal landmarks from MEC and information about the orientation of local cues from the LEC. In the cue-mismatch sessions, CA3 receives the two conflicting types of input and generates an output representation that reduces the conflict by favoring one of the inputs over the other based on the pattern of synaptic weights in its recurrent collateral system that was stored during previous experience in the standard environment (Lee et al., 2004) . CA1 also receives the conflicting information from the LEC and the MEC, as well as the more coherent representation from CA3. Under circumstances that are not well understood, sometimes CA1 will be driven by the CA3 input, but on other occasions will be driven primarily by the direct entorhinal input (Brun et al., 2002; Guzowski et al., 2004) . Because CA1 lacks a recurrent collateral system, the CA1 place cells result in a split representation when the entorhinal input constitutes the primary drive. This working model, albeit rudimentary, is consistent with a number of studies from rats, monkeys, and humans suggesting a dissociation between object-related (or item-related) information entering the hippocampus via the perirhinal cortex 3 lateral entorhinal cortex pathway and spatial/contextual/source information reaching the hippocampus via the postrhinal (parahippocampal) cortex 3 medial entorhinal cortex pathway (Davachi et al., 2003; Alvarado and Bachevalier, 2005; Norman and Eacott, 2005) . These representations might then be transformed into conjunctive object-place (or item-context) representations in the hippocampus, which may set the foundation for representations necessary for context-dependent learning and episodic memory (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Suzuki et al., 1997; Gaffan, 1998; Wiebe and Stäubli, 1999; Moita et al., 2003) .
